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INTRODUCING
LIMINA'S
IMMERSIVE
POP UPS
Our fully managed pop up VR theatres are
designed to be a great part of an event,
festival, conference or brand activation.

A Limina powered VR theatre is a special way to
experience cultural VR. The format allows for up to
64 people per hour to experience content
simultaneously. Each booked, hosted session is
designed to be as comfortable and welcoming as
possible, allowing for the VR content to really shine.
In our research phase with university partners we
found that people can easily feel anxious or selfconscious before doing VR, unless the environment
and hosting style are carefully considered.
With a brief from you, Limina can look after
curation, licensing, pre-event project management,
equipment, space design, marketing assets and on
the day running of the sessions.

OUR FORMAT INCLUDES:
Booked slots

Collective, sync'd experience

We call these 'shows', and they last from 15 mins

Strands of several VR films can be screened to

to 1 hour. We can screen 1-4 shows per hour

everyone at the same time

depending on content length

Content-centric marketing

Mindfulness & duty of care

Audiences come because of the content, not just

Duty of care is central to the audience experience.

to 'try VR'. Shows are curated thematically,

Our proprietary screening app features a

bringing guests on an emotional or content-led

mindfulness-inspired opening and closing sequence.

journey

Headsets are antibacterial-sanitised and lenses
cleaned between every guest

Expertly hosted

Entrance/exit lights & music

1-3 hosts per VR theatre who are experienced &

These elements form an important part of setting the

welcoming guides for the audience. This role is

ideal atmosphere for immersion

crucial to a good audience experience

EXAMPLE CONTENT WE SCREEN

David Attenborough's Great Barrier
Reef Dive

The Guardian's Songbird

World of Cirque du Soleil

Roger Ross Williams' Traveling While Black

WE HAVE WORKED WITH CLIENTS
& PARTNERS INCLUDING:
"We had an amazing Limina screening of the VR film by
Oscar-winning director Roger Ross Williams, Traveling
While Black. Limina set the whole screening up for us. It
was seamless. Everyone was wow-ed by the experience
and I would definitely work with Limina again for
events likes these."
Carola Ash, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.
“The hosting and presentation of the VR sessions by
Limina was the best I’ve experienced so far. It was
considerate and calm, taking away any nervousness."
Sanne Jehoul, Glasgow Short Film Festival

PACKAGES
All pop up VR theatres include:

Optional extras:

- A curated programme of VR

- Specially curated programme

experiences

- Bespoke chair selection and hire
- Oculus headsets (12 max + 2 spare)
+ noise cancelling headphones

- Set design and installation

- VR hosts (usually 1 - 4 per event)

- Support with marketing
positioning

- Limina proprietary sync app

- Presentation and/or workshop on
- Curated intro and outro music +

VR

ambient lighting

- Audience research services,
- Pre-event coordinator

including focus groups and surveys

For a quotation, please email Catherine - catherine@liminaimmersive.com

WHAT WE WOULD NEED FROM
YOU:
- A private space (large enough to host a circle of audience members)
- A table to hold the VR headsets
- A contact at the venue for our project manager to liaise with
- Capacity to send pre-show information to audience members

EXAMPLES OF WHAT OUR AUDIENCE
MEMBERS SAY:
"A once in a lifetime experience"
Audience member interviewed as part of Kings' College
study about experiencing David Attenborough's Great
Barrier Reef with us

The perfect environment to try VR if
you've never done so before, and for
seasoned VR enthusiasts its the best VR
experience you could ask for"
Audience member in FB review

"Such a warm welcome to VR, followed by
the breathtaking beauty of the content"
Audience member in Limina survey
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